
Lab 3: Image Processing
CSE 185 Introduction to Computer Vision, Fall 2023

Description: In this lab, we will implement basic image processing operations including histogram
equalization, image denoising via 2D convolution, and edge detection. We will get familiar with
Numpy, OpenCV, and MatPlotlib library through this lab.

Related lecture: Topic 3 on Image Processing. http://mengtang.org/cse185/files/lec03_
image_proc.pdf

1 Histogram equalization
Histogram equalization is an image enhancement method by ”stretching” the histogram of a low-
contrast image to be a nearly uniform histogram, resulting in a high-contrast image. Follow the
following steps for implementing histogram equalization.

1. Compute and visualize histogram and cumulative distance function (CDF) of an input gray-
scale image

2. Apply histogram equalization using obtained CDF on the input image

3. Compute and visualize histogram of output image

Input image: http://mengtang.org/cse185/files/resource/bay.png

%%% Useful code snippet:

% read an image as gray -scale image

import cv2

img = cv2.imread(path_to_image , cv2.IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)

% compute image histogram

hist ,bins = np.histogram(img.flatten () ,256 ,[0 ,256])

% compute cummulative density function

cdf = hist.cumsum ()

cdf_normalized = cdf / cdf.max()

plt.plot(cdf_normalized)

2 Image denoising
Image denosing is to reduce noise in images. We will add common types of noise to an image and
use 2D convolution for denoising. Follow the following steps.

1. Read the input image and convert to a grayscale image

2. Add two types of noise including Gaussian noise and Salt/Pepper noise (Implement your
own functions to add noise to an image)

3. Implement mean and median filtering in 5x5 windows
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4. Check if mean or median filtering is able to completely remove Gaussian noise or Salt/Pepper
noise. Compare original image and denoised image.

Input image: http://mengtang.org/cse185/files/resource/lena.png
(Lena.png is a popular image in the filed of image processing. https://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Lenna)

%%% Useful code snippet:

% convert a color image to a grayscale image

lena_gray = cv2.cvtColor(lena , cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)

% 2D convolution

image_out = cv2.filter2D(src=image_in , ddepth=-1, kernel=filter)

% median filtering

image_out = cv2.medianBlur(image_in , window_size)

3 Image gradient
We will compute image gradient and its magnitude to find image edges.

1. Read the input image and convert to a grayscale image

2. Compute image gradient in x and y direction respectively

3. Compute magnitude of image gradient for each pixel

4. Thresholding on magnitude to determine image edges, try various thresholds.

Input image: http://mengtang.org/cse185/files/resource/lena.png
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